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Montreal, Dec. 28,1925.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University.

My dear Sir Arthur:

I enclose herewith a thousand dollars and I 
shall be obliged if you will give it to the Governors of McGill together 
with this letter. The money is intended as a subscription towards 
initiating at McGill the new Liverpool treatment of cancer.

The circumstances of the death of my dear wife 
have enabled me to realize how terrible a scourge is the disease from 
which she died. In other illness there is at least the alternation of 
hope with anxiety and even to the end those who suffer and those who 
watch may still maintain the fond hope of recovery.

Here all is different, when surgery has reached its 
limit there is nothing left but an irrevocable sentence of death and after 
that the passing of each inexorable hour, 
is coming into the world, 
shedding new light upon the cause of cancer; and the new treatment that 
is being used by Dr. Blair Bell of Liverpool and his associates with the 
support of the committee of which Dr. Adami is the head, is pointing the 
way towards a cure. There is no question here of abandoning surgery or 
of denying its utility but merely of mitigating its extent and 
supplementing its work by a fundamental action against the disease itself.

I think there is no doubt that we are on the eve 
of a great medical victory, and that a few years will see the completion 
of the work. If this is so, I hope this college may have some share in 
it. No great sum of money would be needed for the initiation of two or 
three years experimental work. We possess already all the hospital and 
clinical and laboratory facilities. The special costs are trifling, and 
the principal expense is represented by the cost of the services of 
expert workers. I have outlined in a memorandum attached to this letter 
a few suggestions as to what we can do and how we can do it. I estimate 
that twenty thousand dollars would be an ample sum for what is needed.

I do not wish to obtrude here a private sorrow. But 
I would like to say that the spectacle of my dear wife's gentle and 
uncomplaining heroism has left me with an earnest desire that others shall 
not suffer as she has done. I shall count it a privilege if I can use my 
money and my time to aid this purpose in any way.

But now in England a new hope 
The researches of Gye and Barnard in London are

Veiy faithfully,

(signed) Stephen Leacock.
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I think we should invite Dr. 

here for a week

Adami and Dr. Blair Bell to come
or so and consult with out mediéal

. I understand privately that

men. I fear
that Dr. Bell could nojs come

Dr. Adami could and would.

rfe should invite Dr. Adami to bring with 

men who are now working under Dr.

Dr. Adami* s committee, 

remaining two or three

him two of the young

Bell with the 

They could initiate the
support of 

work here,

The expectation would be that 

they would stay for good, and that their work would

years.

grow to
great proportions. To compensate their services 

in part, the fees paid by the patients
in whole or

would be available to
any extent . Experience in England is showing

amount that people will pay is limited
that in this

terrible illness the

only by their means.

S. L.
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Jar.tr.r, 20, 1926.

Dr. Stophon Leacock, 
Faculty of Arts, 
UcGill IMlvorsity.

% dear Ieasockt~

T hare ^cur letter of yesterday re 
Dr. Ada: I’s visit. Personally I sen in favour of ds coming, 
and I hope in the course of a for? days to give you a definite 
aast’or. I hope the visit con be arrantjod*

Yours faithfully.
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Montreal, January 19th, 1926

w.
Sir Arthur Currie,

McGill University, 
Montreal.

% dear Sir Arthur,

1

m
unofficial enquiry ( between ourselves1* "C1V d 
as to whether McGill will 
here for a week

m.a private and 
,it caae from Mrs. Adami J 

act on ny prop sal to bring- Adami
Ai'--’

outor so.
Hü
■Vivacation Out that there

-?r,a^Ceœini °f ‘he treatment last Bovver £t

zzT'o^::lam racation ^ to be taken

As you know, I am most anxious to 

Of Mmself ana his S‘$livingthi,t "siTs m™ - ho$^f aîLuD Zuî:rA, . e enouSh but 1 suppose we cannot afford more. The two
Adamis were so endlessly kind while I was in England that l 
no a lice to cause them any inconvenience or delay and would 
it very much if I could either cable 
faim an invitation

Adami come here. see

like
nr V1 t0 Adaml th^t Mcgill was sending

, or ei>-6 cable to him my intense reeret that thoscheme had not proved feasible. & the

S; . 1 have written Chipman about this
matter I wm n.t0 y°“ tr0uble and

K
Ml and if 

in the
3

Very sincerely,

5"c c> c X—
7■
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1924 and 1925.OASES OP GANGER - SERVICE OF GYNAECOLOGY R.V.H.

Daring these two years the number of canoer oases (surface cancers) demanding 
treatment by Radium, were as follows

Indoor Service 138 cases.

Out Door Servioe:- 30 oases.
Total 168 cases.

Each of these cases requires three separate applications of Radium, which would give us a 
total of 514 treatments demanded.

During this time we were only able to give 143 treatments.

Number of treatments not given for want of Radium 371.
1

Number of patients at present in our Department waiting treatment - 7. !



loyal Hirtoria hospital
Smtfreal

January 16th, 1926.

Dear Dr. Shipman

During the past two years there have been 
referred to me for treatment 506 cases of C! anoer.

... _ , . ^ have been able to treat some of these
with Radium, but many have suffered from want of Radium 
treatment, because I had not enough Radium for all.

The Royal Victoria Hospital has had 
seventh use of the Radium from the emanation plant of the 
Radium Institute. This has been considered a fair share 
l0r bhis Hospital, but it is not nearly enough.

I have seen so much improvement follow the 
use of Radium, where X-Rays have failed, that I have often 
regretted the lack of Radium at this Hospital. If I myself 
vere suffering from inoperable cancer, I would at once go 
where there was at least a gram of Radium available, and an 
experienced man to apply Radium treatment. Our Hospitals 
are lacking in this respect, and the time has come v/hen this 
lack should be supplied.

one

^ Our Hospitals really need two grams of
Radium for emanation purposes and 250 M.Q. of the element of 
salt in needles.

I am,

Yours sincerely

FORM 26Ô MULT. 10M 3-25.
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Montreal, Januai*y 11th, 1926

Sir Arthur Currie,
McGill University, 

Montreal.

% dear Sir.Arthur,

I enclose herewith for your approval an 
appeal to the public for support of our medical men in their fight 
against cancer. It is based upon my recent letter to the Govenors 
of MeGill.

I have tried as far ^possible to avoid 
exaggeration and hysteria, and as far as possible I have kept nyself 
and my own feelings out of it.

You will notice that I trfr^fd to emphasize 
the fact that the appeal is in support of our recognized medical men, 
in order that there may be no confusion of this effort with fake 
cures and things of that sort.

I propose to get this appeal printed in all 
the leading newspapers in Canada. I propose also to write to the 
editors and invite editorial discussion and earnest co-operation. 
And I intend further to print this appeal in a decent fashion and 
send it out to four or five hundred leading' people as a personal 
communication.

You will observe that I mention your name and 
that I say that you are entirely in sympathy with what I am doing 
and that you are prepared on behalf of McGill University to receive 
any funds that may be subscribed. This means of course that I shall 
do nothin, towards printing and circulating this memorandum until 
you have luid time to look over it and see that it is satisfactory.

You will notice further that I take care to 
say that it is not intended as a selfish appeal for our own University 
as against other meical schools and that I suggest that where this

Hn
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document reaches outside of 
support, it should be taken to be 
science in its widest

our own limits and of our own graduate 
^n appeal on behalf of medical

sense•

with what1 rVendi*l! °0py t0 CMpman as he is closely concerned 
J have written« indeed the paragraph in regard to 

comes at his suggestion. radium

I would like you to understand that I would prefer just now 
to accept your advice and guidance. It is naturally a little hard 
ior me at present to know how far to go and to know what is possible 
and what is not. I don't want to make a shout and a 
will serve no scream if itpurpose.

Very sincerely, t

.x [_<- aco c

1

f. ?K:r' ■
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February 14, 1933*

H.W. Molson, Esq., 
3500 Drummond Street, 
Montreal.

My dear Mr. Molson,

1 have received from Professor Edward 
Archibald end from Professor John Fraser reports of the Cancer 
Clinics which they have been able to establish owing to your 
generosity.

Dr. Fraser reports the purchase of a 
"Swanberg" system of applicators which makes possible the intro
duction of a form of treatment not previously available in the

During the past year he has treated 92 cases of cancer
Inae-

hospltel.
with redium, 189 treatments being given these patients, 
much as many of these people were suffering from advanced disease 
beyond surgical aid, the wider application of radium is of necessity 
e greet eld in their treatment, 
nents were made possible owing to the Introduction to the "Swenberg" 
system.
Dr. Beuld at the Cancer Conference in St. Louis lost October, and 
that the report of the clinic in the maternity hospital here compares 
very favourably with general world results, 
the application of the use of the diathermy knife in the treatment 
of cancer of the uterus has been temporarily deferred because of the 
adverse exchange between American end Cnnadien funds, 
decided to await e more opportune time before purchasing such equip
ment.

I am told the majority of treat-

He tells me also thet his department was represented by

The consideration of

It wes

In the meantime the funds are being allowed to accumulate 
for that purpose.

Dr. Martin, Dr. Fraser and Dr. Archibald ell 
agree that the work of the Cancer Department hae received a great 
irmetus through your generosity and they are sincerely grateful.

With more particular reference to Dr. Archibald's 
small Cancer Clinic let me say thet he has arranged that what he calls 
the Neoplastic Clinic will keep a detailed record of all cases of 
cancer, whether external or internal, thet come to the hospital, 
either outdoor or indoor, for diagnosis and treatment, 
will serve as a general storehouse of information about cancer as

This clinic



2.

observed in the hospital, including genito-urinary, orthopaedic, ear, 
nose and throat, eye end skin, infact everything excluding gynaecology, 
of which Dr, Fraser has charge. The hospital has appointed Dr. 

Howard Dawson as chfefcf of this clinic and Dr. Stewart licDuen as his 
assistant. Dr. McEuen devotes his entire time to the work and Dr. 
Dawson the major pert of his time. The clinic is under the direction 
and supervision of Dr. Archibald. One of the graduate nurses, Miss 
Fellowes, has been appointed ae from January 1st lest on a half day 
basis at a salary to $40 a month t<b keep the records end to do the 
follow-up work among the patients of the clinic in the city.

Lost spring Dr. Archibald saw whet he thought 
very good opportunity of enlarging the scope of cancer work in the 
direction of laboratory investigation. Dr. Gruner of Leeds, England, 
who was associate professor of Pathology at McGill before the advent of 
Professor Oertel, had come to Canada to live and was still greatly 
interested in the problems of cancer research. He was generally
well up in the scientific side of this research and was anxious to 
have an opportunity of carrying on hie investigations. You will 
remember that you very generously gave another $3,000 which would 
make it possible to acquire the services of Dr. Gruner end pay the 
expenses including the equipment and nimals for a year. He begen 
work last June in the laboratory in the Medical Building and has furnished 
us with several reports of progress. Dr. Archibald is satisfied with 
his work cnd scys that he has been able to advance existing knowledge of 
tue blood as a means of diagnosis of hidden cancer. He expects to 
nublish in a short time a memorandum that will constitute a real 
achievement.

ras a

May I conclude, Mr. Molson, by saying that your gift 
has been the means of starting work in McGill which is proving to be 
of very greet value from the scientific as well as irom the humani
tarian point of view.

With kindest regards,

I

Ever yours faithfully,

Principal.
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19fch January, 1933.

G. F. Martin, Esq., M.D.,

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, 

McGill University,

Montreal.

Dear Dr. Martin:

Report on Cancer Clinic.

I heg to submit a short report on the 

''fork of the Cancer Clinic for the past year.

Through the generosity of Mr. Herbert 

V/. Molson, the activities of this Clinic have been 

greatly increased.

;

..v : ■ 
if - 
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The purchase of a "Swanberg" system 

of applicators has made possible the introduction of a
■ form of treatment not previously possible in the hospital, 

high dosage v/ith deeper screening, thereby 

avoiding tissue damage.

namely:

:K
r. During the past year, 92 cases of Cancer 

e treated with Radium, 189 treatments being given 

these patients.

E

I Inasmuch as many of these people were 

suffering from advanced disease beyond surgical aid,
;

ih
68
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Page two.

mthe wider application of Radium is of necessity a 

great aid in their treatment.

The Department was represented in 

St• Louis hy Dr. Bauld at the Cancer Conference in

October, instituted hy the Congress of Surgeons, 

where reports were presented and reviewed hy all the 

Cancer centres of North America. The report of this 

Clinic compared very favourably with the general 

world results, namely: 22# five year cures.

A comparative survey of the surgical 

results in Cancer of the Uterus for the past thirty 

years is in progress of preparation and, when completed, 

should he of great value in establishing a background 

for the proper estimation of the value of Radiation

Therapy.

The consideration of the application of 

the use of the diathermy knife in the treatment of

Cancer of the Uterus has been temporarily deferred, 

because of the adverse exchange between American and 

Canadian funds. It was decided to await a more opportune

P; ■ " ; ' f.
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Page three «

In thetime before purchasing such equipment. 

meantime, these funds are being allowed to

accumulate for that purpose.

The work of the Cancer Department

has received a great impetus through the generosity 

of Mr. MoIson and it is with much pleasure that I

record the sincere appreciation of the hospital.

Yours very truly,
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Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal’s Office, 
MeSill University, 
Montreal.

My dear Principal:

Dr. Martin has conveyed to me your request for a report of progress 

upon the use that has been made of Mr. Mol3on1s donation for cancer work in the

Royal Victoria Hospital.

In the statement which Dr. Fraser and myself made, considering the 

use to which Mr. Molson’s donation might be put, I said that for the time being 

the money might best serve to pay the expenses of a.sort of combined secretary 

and social service worker, in connection with a new Outdoor Clinic for cancer, 

which I proposed establishing in the Royal Victoria Hospital. Owing to ny long 

illness last year the actual establishment of this clinic was postponed by the 

Medical Board, until I should be able to resume work, which I did some two or 

three months ago. There was a good deal of preparatory work to be done, which 

further delayed the actual opening of the clinic until the first week of the

present month, 

in the Hospital organisation.

The original idea was to make it a place in which patients suffering 

from cancer of the external parts, including the mouth and throat, could be 

observed, treated (with radium or otherwise) and followed up. That conception 

I have now enlarged, in the sense that the Neoplastic Clinic (as it is called) 

will keep a detailed record of all cases of cancer, whether external or internal, 

that come to the Hospital, either Outdoor or Indoor, for diagnosis and treatment. 

It is, in other words, to act as a central storehouse of information about cancer,

The clinic has now its own stationery and a separate existence
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as observed in our Hospital, and as a clearing-house for such information to 
all departments, including the genito-urinary, orthopaedic, ear,nose and throat, 

eye, and dermatological, and excluding only gynaecology, of which Dr. Fraser has 
charge.

The clinic also has been given charge, by the Medical Board of the 

Hospital, of the Hospital's stock of radium.

The Medical Board has recommended to the Governors the appointment 

oi Dr. Howard Dawson, as Chief of the neoplastic Clinic, and of Dr. Stuart McBuen 
as his assistant. Dr. ^Euen devotes his entire time to this work, and Dr.

Dawson the major part of his time. Dr. Dawson returned last summer from Europe, 
where he had spent the previous year in an intensive study of radium and X-rays 

xn the treatment of cancer, at Paris, Stockholm, and London, and I consider him

most competent. The clinic, of course, still remains under the direction and
supervision of the Department of Surgery, and particularly of myself.

One of our graduate nurses, Miss Fellowes, has been appointed as 
from January 1st, on a half day basis, at a salary to begin with of $40 a month, 
to keep the records and to do follow-up work among the patients of the clinic in 
the city. It is probable that her salaiy will after a while be increased slightly.

Last Spring I thought that I saw a very good opportunity of enlarg
ing the scope of cancer work in the direction of laboratory investigation.

^Professor of Pathology at McGill before the 
advent of Professor Oertel, had come to Canada and was greatly interested in the 

problems of cancer research.

Dr.
Gruner, of Leeds, England, who was

He had in previous years done a good deal of work
upon changes in the blood in 

entific side of cancer research, and he
cases of cancer; he was generally well up in the sci-

was anxious to carry on work along these
lines. After two or three meetings with the Dean and Dr. McEuen, and after con-
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sidering a proposed programme of work, which Dr. Gruner laid down, it was de

cided that it was worth while to f ollow up this programme, especially 

expense for equipment was relatively not great. Dr. Gruner»s salary was placed 

at $1000, and it was considered that a further $2000 would suffice to 

the expenses, including equipment and animals, for 

Mr. Mol son asking him if he would allow

as the

pay all

Thereupon I wrote toa year.

us to take $3000 out of the $25,000 do
nation, or rather out of ny half of that donation, for this purpose. Mr. Molson
veiy generously reponded with a cheque for $3000, which he gave in addition to 

the original $25,000. Dr. Gruner began work last June,

Medical Building, kindly given by the Dean, and he has furnished

C2

in .the laboratory ifi the

me with several
reports of progress. I append the final report up to date, 

tnat he has been aHe to advance existing knowledge of the blood 

diagnosis of hidden cancer, and we anticipate that before long this work will 

be completed and will constitute a real achievement.

It would appear

as a means of

I am of uhe opinion that Mr. Molson*s gift has been the means of 

starting work in McGill which is going to be of great value, both scientific 

and humanitarian.

Victoria Hospital, to organize the work

greatest possible benefit to these unfortunate patients; 

that we are in 

knowledge of cancer.

I am greatly pleased that we have been enabled, in the Royal

on cancer cases, so as to secure the

and I am pleased, also, 

a way of at least trying to add something new to the scientific

Yours sincerely,

r
6~aj£ef
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January 12, 1933.REPORT from Dr. Gruner

An investigation into the nature ofPurpose of Research : 
certain inclusion bodies found in the bloodcells in human 
cancer (as distinct from other diseases) and into their

1.

relation to the cancerous process.
The subject is studied by the methods ofMethods:haematology, special cytology (nuclear structure, chromo-

mitochondria ) and technique current for protozoology -
2.

somes 
applied to -

( 1) blood from hospital cases ,
(2) tumour tissue immediately on removal 

from the body.

Work on the first of these two lines is nearly com
pleted, and some conclusions can be drawn, which may help either 
diagnosis or prognosis.

tissue culturesIn regard to the second line of work 
are being instituted with a view to studing the action of 
leucocytes from both healthy persons and from cases of cancer, 
and the action of other living cells, including special types
of organisms.

It is thought that some types of organism may be either 
favourable to, or inimical to the tumour tissue.

Besides this, attempts are made to obtain successful 
grafts of human tumour upon laboratory animals (hitherto not 
accomplished elsewhere).

Implantation into invertebrates is being tested, 
is a line of work, apparently, not attempted elsewhere, 
is a ques+ion as to whether anything out of the tumorous cells 
can survive outside the human body.

This
It
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January 27th, 1933.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal - McGill University, 

Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

I am sending you, herewith, reports from 
Professors Fraser and Archibald in connection 
with the Cancer Research work made possible 
through Mr. Mols on * s grant.

I have personally looked into Gruner’s work, 
and really think it is very commendable, and I am 
sure from the clinical side they are now far better 
organized for the study of cancer problems. The 
s a istical studies of Dr. Bauld - as presented before 
a congress in the States - showed that we compare most 
favourably with other institutions in dealing with this
0.1368.30 •

irus ting that the reports are satisfactory, 

Faithfully yours,

WîVvwÆLb
DEAN.

"1
\

E/



Int^Q^oarlment Correspondence

I4 fri o McGill University

January 14th, 1933.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal - McGill University, 

Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

I will he glad to prepare the

report on the Cancer Research work at

once.

Faithfully yours,

DEAN.



Dean C. F. Martin,
Faculty of Medicine

Dear Dean Martin,

V'ill you kindly have prepared for 
report on what has been done by Professors 
Fraser with reference to Mr. Mol son’s grant In aid of 
cancer research?

me a

Archibald and

I

Tours faithfully,

Principal

#
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Brer yours faithfully,

On February 1st, Mr* Zlolaon deposited with
with the Royal Trust Company .$25,000, Montreal Ll.;;ht, Teat and Power 
Consolidated 5ft First Refunding and Collateral Trust Gold fonda, Series 
"A" maturing October 1st,1951, the Income from which up to the end of 
ifry 1933 will be ‘1,875,00,and 1,250.00 for each year thereafter. 
According to our understanding, half of this la at /our disposal for the 
initiation of a Cancer Clinic in the Surgical Department of the Soyal 
Victoria Hospital,

Principal

Dear Dr, Archibald:

Dr. V, Archibald,
Professor of Surgery and director of the Department, 
McGill University.

February
Twelfth
1922.
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1390 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL

24th February, 1932.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal and Vice Chancellor, 

McGill University.
Dear Sir Arthur:-

May I express to you, on behalf 
of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 
our sincere thanks for the privilege of sharing 
in the income from the very handsome benefaction 
recently made by Mr. Herbert V7. Molson for the 
study and treatment of cancer.

At this time, when the whole 
question of cancer Is being so carefully reviewed 
throughout the world, such an endowment will 
provide the means of extending our present 
facilities, not only for the immediate treatment 
of the condition but for the further study of 
our results and later, in carrying out investiga
tions along appropriate lines in the laboratory.

May I, Sir, through you, once 
again express to Mr, Molson our gratitude and 
appreciation of his very generous action.

Yours faithfully,
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1390 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL

24th February, 1932.

Proposed budget for the expenditure 
of the Gynaecological portion of the income 
from the Herbert W. MoIson Cancer Fund.

To buy at once newer equipment, new 
vehicles and screens to improve and 
bring up to date the apparatus in 
use in the treatment:

Screen (Hagberg Screen)
Stockholm Screens, of 

varying thickness
Vaginal Lamp

$300.00

$100.00
$100.00

To amplify the follow-up system by 
extending its scope and more 
closely correlating results:

Later, the initiation of special 
lines of investigation into the 
reaction of tissues to radium:

$450.00

X



Ever yours ffaithfully,

Principal

February
Twelfth
1932.

Dr. J. H. Fraser,
Proffesaor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 
1390 Sherbrooke Street ”est, Montreal.

Dear Dr. Fraser:

On February 1st, Mr. H. Mol a on depoalted 
with the Royal Trust Company 525,000. Montreal Light;tfeat and Power 
Consolidated First Refunding and Collateral Trust Cold 3onds, 
maturing: October 1st,1991, the income from which up to the end of 
J&y 1933 will be 1,875.00, and 'l,250.00 for each yecr thereafter. 
According to our understanding, half of this is at your disposal 
for further development of the Cancer Clinic at the Montreal Maternity 
Hospital.

rill you please present at once a budget 
indicating how you propose to spend this money? I went to huve these 
particulars on hand in this office and also to let Mr. Mol eon know 
what we are doing.

________________ _■hhhhhhhbhhb|iÜEM S8P
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McGill University
MONTREAL

December 10th, 
19 3 1.

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, P.Q

My dear Sir Arthur:

sHI

Dt. Fraser and I have had several discussions con

cerning the question of how to make the best use of the money so 

generously offered by Mr. Molson.

As a first principle we decided upon this; that, for 

the present and as a beginning, it would be wise not to eat into

principal, but rather to use the interest, so far as it would 

Beginning thus in a small way, we shall, during the coming 

year, become better acquainted with possibilities of development, 

and these possibilities will become more clear and more concrete.

The next principle is that the total amount of money

i
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available should be divided evenly between the two Departments,

As Dr. Fraser intends using his share of
>-"• ; : j

Gynaecology and Surgery, 

the grant in the development of the Cancer Clinic, already estab

lished in his Department, it remains for me to propose a plan for 

the development of the work of the Department of Surgery.

In this respect it is clear that with the funds 

available no profitable results could be obtained along the lines 

of research in the direction of the cause or cure of cancer. I 

have concluded.therefore, that our best plan would be to establish 

a new Outdoor_Clinic in the Royal Victoria Hospital, as a part of 

the general surgical Outdoor Clinic, putting it under the direction
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McGill University
MONTREAL

Department of Surgery

of one special Qian. To this Clinic would come patients discharged 

from the Wards, and new patients referred by Doctors in Montreal and

elsewhere. Case records would be kept, and the patients would be 

followed up continuously. The money available vrould be spent in 

the paying for the services of a nurse, who would also act as a

social worker. This would seem to be a rather unambitious start, 

but I am convinced that it is work that needs to be done in order

both to look after our patients after operation more carefully,and 

also to advance our general knowledge concerning the effects of 

operation and of radium.

I anticipate that a further development of this move would 

naturally follow the establishment of such a Clinic, namely, the 

carrying out of a thorough follow-up investigation of the patients 

who have passed through the Hospital in the last ten years, to de

termine their ultimate fate, and to compare the findings with the 

pathological report made at the time of operation, 

done without expense by the Doctor in charge of the Clinic, with the 

help of the nurse mentioned.

This would be

Yours sincerely,
1
is?

I
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Ingai TBirtnria Hospital

Smttreal
NEW PAVILION

December 9th, 1931

Dr. J.R. Fraser,
Royal Victoria Montreal Maternity Hospital, 
Montreal.
P.Q.

mm Dear Dr. Fraser:-
H ■

In response to your request for some notes on the organization 
administration of the Cancer and Radium Clinic in conjunction with this

My view is that its function should be - The treatment and Study
and
Department, 
of Cancer.
This must be approached from three sides -

1. Treatment and follow-up of the living patient.
2. Morpologically.
3. Experimentally.

This involves - (a) Special training of Clinicians and Technicians by
to literature and occasional visits to otheraccess

Centres where similar work is being carried on.

(b) The compiling and maintenance of accurate records which 
includes a very exhaustive follow-up.

(c) Laboratory facilities which are intimately related to 
the clinic for -

Purpose of diagnosis and study of specimens. 
Preparation of specimens for teaching purposes. 
Examinations of blood.

The experimental side cannot be expected in connection with this clinic, but 
may be carried out in conjunction with the Main Experimental Laboratory. You will 
appreciate that there is scope here for considerable extraordinary expenditure 
which has been generously borne by the Main Clinic. Considerable expenditure has 
also been made by several individuals of the Unit which should more fairly be 
taken care of by a special fuhd.

Anything that you can do will greatly improve the efficiency 
of the Unit and give it opportunity to take advantage of the modern advances in 
this work.

Yaurs werV/truly,

wagb/bgs «A.G. Bauld, M.D.

«81ils.
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1 1390 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL

8th December, 1931.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal and Vice Chancellor, 

Me Gill University.

Dear Sir Arthur:-
With respect to the proper 

disbursement of the very handsome sum recently 
donated by Mr. Herbert W. Mo Ison for the study 
and treatment of Cancer, may I submit the 
following proposals:

THAT, inasmuch as any study 
of Cancer must be through the observation 
and treatment of the living patient rather 
than wholly in the laboratory, it would 
wise to enlarge upon the arrangements in force 
at present.

seem

A Cancer Clinic is already in 
existence at the Women's Pavillion of the Royal 
Victoria Hospital, under the immediate supervision 
of Dr. Bauld. This Clinic might be extended in 
scope to include a Diagnostic and Therapeutic
Department, with an adequate follow-up service.



1390 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL

Page two.

The education of a staff in the production of
sound records would thus he assured. - Accurate
records of the disease and its response to
treatment are a necessity.

SECONDLY, and leading 
directly from the above, would be the 
desirability of initiating Clinico - 
pathological studies on the reaction of 
various forms of Cancer to Radium; such
an investigation being carried out in 
the laboratory, in association with the 
Departments of Physics and Pathology.

The foundation of a Cancer Fund
in McGill University would stimulate an interest 
in and promote an intensive investigation of 
Cancer which should inevitably be of great benefit.

Yours sincerely,

CfHv /VAaC/x/
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McGill University
MONTREAL

Department of Surgery

November 24th, 
19 3 1

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, P.Q

My dear Sir Arthur:
fei

Dr. Fraser and I, after a serious discussion of 

the possibilities in the matter of the best use to be made 

of Mr. Molson's gift, have come to the conclusion that for 

the present the money can be best expended in a purely clin

ical way,as opposed to laboratory research; that is,

.

con-

cretely, in the establishment of a clinical cancer, or 

tumour, centre in the Royal Victoria Hospital, 

naturally form part of the University teaching, 

would suffice, possibly,at the moment to provide for expenses 

not undertaken by the Hospital - expenses involved in a very 

careful clinical investigation and continued observation of 

the patients.

This would

The money

This would, for the time being, be naturally 

consolidated in the Out-Patient Department.

We feel that this is the way to begin properly special 

It will fora a nucleus from which may easilywork of this sort.

grow a much larger undertaking, ultimately including, we hope, 

work of a more scientific character. Dr. Fraser and I are setting 

down the details of our plans, after a consultation with Mr.

Chenoweth, the Superintendent of the Hospital, and will be ready 

to submit them to you shortly.

Yours sincerely,

'

! m
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Our Cancer Commission has not yet completed its investigation and 

presented its report. I hope that this will be ready in a month 

When it is published I shall be glad to send you 

The question you ask about the use of the donation for direct

or so . a copy.

research or for the clinic is hard to answer. My opinion would 

be that through the development of the cancer clinic you would

most helpfully stimulate Cancer Research. The clinical work

and the research work are closely linked. 

iïiS your cl inicsyou would probably find that some one on the staff 

would have an idea which he wished to develop - then your research 

work begins successfully at once.

If you began by enlarg

ile n are working at specific

cancer problems away from clinics, but in most cases the problems 
have been su ges ted by clinical experience.

With all good wishes,

e tc
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February
Eleventh
1932.

E
H. W. Mois on Esq., 
Molson*3 3rewery, 
Montreal.

Dear Mr. Molson:

I am this morning in receipt of your 
letter, and once more let mi tell you how very greatly we 
appreciate your practical interest in helpin' us to do further 
research on the cancer problem.

Our financial year ends on ‘ ay 3lst, 
and I have told Doctor Eraser and Dr* Archibald the amount of 
interest which will be available up to May 31st,1933, end have 
asked them to submit a budget tellinr me exactly hoiveech 
proposes to spend his share. 1 Keep you informed

Mith sincere person 1 thanks and all

of what goes on.

good wishes.

I eto,
Ever yours faithfully.

Principal
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Montreal, February 10th,1932.

Dear Sir Arthur

Referring to our interview last 

fall and also your letter of December, I have pleasure 

in advising you that I deposited on February 1st, the 

Bonds as mentioned for the Research Fund. 

to advise you sooner but it escaped my mind.

I meant

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd ) H.W .Molson.

Sir Arthur Currie,G .0 .M.G. ,K.C .B. 
Principal,
McGill University,
Montreal.

Ori-inal filed with deed of donation in the 
Deed cabinet in Coll e~e Vault.

^ :

___



December IX# 1934,

Let as at tho outset Assure you that Dr# 
Archibald, Dr. Fraser and itself have given long and earnest 
consideration to the best way in which the University can 
make use of your very generous grant to be used In the study 
of the cancer problem.

I don’t suppose that there Is any one 
problem In the medical field In dthe Investigation of which 
there is more money spent annually. There are a goodly 
number of institutions in the United States which spend 
every year tens of thousands of dollars on laboratory 
research for the two-fold purpose of finding the cause 
of cancer and the cure. In the British Isles and on 
the Continent very large funds are annually devoted to 
the same purpose* You know that the Ontario Government 
last summer sent a mission to Europe to study what is being 
done there in the older centres with reference to cancer 
investigation. I have consulted the Severend Canon 
ody, the new President of Toronto University* who is 

Chairman of that mission, and he tells me It is his inten
tion to advise the Ontario Government to make a beginning 
by the establishment of earner clinics In different parts 
ef Ontario,

At McGill we agree with him that the best 
results will come from auoh a beginning. A small cllnlo 
was established in the Maternity Department of the H oyal 
Vio terla Hospital some years ago, 
a fairly common disease from which women suffer# This 
clinic meant the setting aside of a certain number of beds 
for cancer patients and the making of a proper record, which 
would tell the story of the progress of the disease, - when 
it was first detected, how it was treated - and, I may add, 
treatment is principally radium - the dose of radium, the 
results, tiie amount of treatment received in the hospital, 
the history of the disease after the patient left the 
hospital, and what finally happened.

Cancer of the womb is
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a.

A comparison of those records gave a great deal of 
useful information to the surgeons in charge* It enabled then 
to make better diagnoses, a bettor treatment, and told them Just 
what was likely to be the progress of the disease. They found 
that many of these patients who were supposed to return from time 
to time for treatment failed to do so, and it was necessary to 
send a nurse to see the patients and urge them to come back for 
further treatment.V

lie result of this effort has been highly encouraging 
to the dootors in charge. It ie Dr. Fraser*s opinion that if 
the arrangements that already exist were enlarged so that more 
thorough observation and treatment of the living patient were 
made possible, a very great deal could be accomplished. This 
method might he called, " of ganoor Through Observation
aad-Tgfl^taWLnt of tho hiving Patient ”, as opposed to a study 
conducted altogether in the laboratories.

This Cancer Cllnio is under the immediate super
vision of Dr. Bauld. Dr. Fraser would like to extend its 
scope, by Including a Diagnostic and Therapeutic Department 
with an adequate follow-up service.
accurate record of the disease and its response to treatment 
is of vital necessity* 
doubtedly result pathological studies on the reaction of various 
forÿs of eaneer to radium, such an investigation being carried 
out in the laboratory, in association with the Departments of 
Physios and Pathology*

Ho points out that an

Leading from this there would un-

I may add that before Dr. Shipman loft to visit 
the old country he most enthusiastically encouraged tho 
suggestion that the funds which you so generous ly off or 
should be applied to the onlargonont of the olinlo and to 
extending its soope of usefulness. Dr. Archibald ie of 
the same opinion.

Dr* Archibald says he would like to establish 
8 naw O»t-Door Cancer Clinic inthe Royal Victoria Hospital 
as a part of the General Surgical Out-Door Clinic, putting 
it under the direction of one special man. He has that 
mn in mind, - a young graduate of ours who has spent 
several years in Europe studying at the principal cancer 
ï>î9lï?i8.and institutions, and who will bo available next year, 
xhie Unie would embrace cancer patients discharged from the 

> ards and new patients referred by doctors in Eontreal and 
elsewhere. j*ho records of each case would be kept and the 
patients would be followed up continuously» He considers 
that this is tho host way to start, and is of the opinion that 
moh good will come from looking after the oatiente more care
fully and that our general knowledge concerning the effects 
of operation and of radium can be much Increased. He feels 
sure hat lives which have boon lost in the past could have 
boon saved if auoh a olinio had been la operation, because, 
in the pcst, tuore has been no thorough follow-up investiga
tion. Little knowledge of the progress of tho disease after

\



I cannot tell you how much the so men and
the other mo rah ere of the Medical Faculty are encourage*
and stimulated by this help you hare offered# They believe,
end I believe, that this encouragera®at will influence others

. 1 sa? W investigation shows that ere&t
stress is now being laid upon the value of those Cancer Clinics#

The other side of the invoatigation&l work, of 
course, lies in *he laboratory, but this involves the expendi
ture of a tremendous amount of money, I bel love that the 
oauae of cancer and ita cure is more likely to be found
3 r„o^s;Lo„;H,r,00g6“r.ia:ït”rofttIly notea sna f#iiow-through a clinic. This can best be done
,hnhor 0«8ta.;,l *î/“?iîhrPrtt^i.î4:;nsr*s.,t:rSTÆ-ÏÏSa-S-Lta-Sr

«srS ssr-;n **•"*>}* sure«on, the pathologist, the physicist and the bla-cheaist will all h-ve a share.

3.
edy, an operation or radium treatment has been available, to 
determine their ultimate effect and also to compare the find
ings of such an investigation with the pntholof-lcal report 
made at the time of the operation. Lot me give an illus
tration, A patient is operated on for cancer of the lip,
A cancer is removed by surgical operation end the patient 
discharged, Ho further record of the case has been kept 
and it is often true that if follow-up methods were employed 
and the p-tient roturns x from time to time for examination

the il**A8e T70uld be »<» too ted earlier and Jhe Patient’s life probably saved# Or, take the ease of a 
lurap appearing in the breast of a woman. The pathologist 
mlgh„ advise that the safest thing to do was to remove the 
v/.iole breast# It is Dr# Archibald’s opinion that such 
advice it not always wise, and that he and the other surgeons 
would bo In a ranch bettor position to cope with this branch 
of ho disease if they had at their disposal th© records of 
ail oases of this nature that have boon dealt with.
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___________________________

pîfe
4.

4e help rnnko It possible for this University te encouv ,wl th
greater hope of success, the h ttle against this caneer scourge. 
Dr. Fraser telle rae th t the number of oaneer patients în the 
Katemlty Hospital will soon necessitate the setting aside of 
a whole ward for oaneer patients.

We shall, of course, respect your desire to vlth- 
hold the identity of the donor, but I hope that you will not 
impose this restriction for too long a time.
If we were to announce that Mr. Bert Solaon had given this 
generous encouragement to the Invostlgatlon of cancer. It 
would Influence others to help In this most meritorious work, 
for there Is no doubt that the foundation of a cancer fund 
in Mo3111 University would stimulate an Interest la, and 
promote an inteâslve Investigation of cancer, which would 
Inevitably be of groat benefit*

Dr, Martin, the Dean of the Facul ty of Medicine, 
gives his enthusiastic support to the project as outlined, 
and asks that la my expression of the gratitude we all feel 
to you for enabling us to prosecute our studies la cancer,
I associate his name and the Faculty of Medicine. In the 
light of his long experience, he fools, too, thrt many lives 
would have been saved or at least prolonged if follow-up 
methods had boen used and complete records available*

l believe that

a

* Ever yours faithfully.

Principal,

Mr. H. W. Maison,
Montreal.

Que.

I
Mammmmjmmm

1
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November 6th, 1931.

H. W» Holeon, Esq., 
Holaon’s Brewery, 
Montreal.

It Is sometimes difficult to say to 
a man uat what you feel, for fear that your words 
01 thanks sound fulsome.

, 1 oannot tell you Just how grateful
-he University is, and particularly those Interested 
In the scientific Investigation of this subject, for 
your promise of help in Ganoer Research. it will 
not only bo an inspiration to us, but, I hope, will 
-nspire others to join you in your effort to combat 
the ravagea of this terrible disease. I know that 
it will give you a great satisfaction to feel that 
20U are making some worth while contribution to the
ex aination of one of the most dreadful enemies of 
mankind.

Thank you very much for ooming to
day to meet Archibald and Fraser. I shall let you 
know when we have agreed on what to advise.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.

- ________________________________________________________ __

1*
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Augus t 24th, 19^1.

H. Mois on, Esq. ,
1670 ITotre Dame Street Bast, 
Montreal.

Dear 'r. I oison:»

* hope you do not think 
l am Indifferent concerning the subject of 
our conversation at Dixie on August 14th.
I am holding consultations with interested 
people hero, but so many of our scientific 

* and others like Dr* Chipman, whom I 
wish to consult, are away on vacation, that 
It may be some little time before I can be 
as definite as we both would like. It is 
unnecessary for me to assure you that I have 
respected your anonymity.

men

Dvar yours faithfully.

Principal.

vie

i.

:
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September 29th- 
19 3 1.

Archdeacon B. A. Cody, 
Care Toronto University, Toronto, Ontario.

At onr University there Is a certain amount of Cancer Research going on, but no 
aeflnite research department hae been set up. We 
have In our Maternity Hospital a small cancer clinic.
* ha»e received v25,000, which the donor wishes to 
be used for Cancer Research at McGill. What, In 
,y our opinion. Is the beet thing for me to do? Should 
1 Put oa » worker or two, counting on using the whole 
amount up In five years, or should I devote it to Cancer Clinics?

I would appreciate vary muchyour advice.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal
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1112 St. Catherine Street West 
Montreal

May 1st, 1933.

McGill University, 
MONTREAL.

Dear Sirs:-

cheque for $500.00,being°the8final instalment^ 

on my.subscription of #1000.00 towards research 
work in the Clinic for Cancer,as promised in my 
letter to Sir Arthur Currie 
1932. dated June 6th,

With best wishes, I remain,

Yours very truly,

0 - ?

C.W. Lindsay.

CWLsSJ.

Enclosure

' i-L. v.-yis*td t ’

Rât uU 'rA . it t ./V ) 1
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May 3, 1933,

C. W. Lindsay, Esq.,
1112 St. Catherine St. W 
Montreal, P» Q.

* »

My dear Mr. Lindsay,

I gun inf orne d by the Bursar 

of your second payment of £500,00 towards the

work in the Cancer Clinic, and may I say again 

how very grateful we are for your generous support 

of this most worthy cause 

92 cases of eaneer were treated with Radium, 189 

treatments being given. I am asking Dr. Martin 

to send you a short report on the work accomplished 

to date under the direction of Doctors Gruner and 

McEuen.

During the past year

With all kind regards,

I am.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal

■■ Li

\

8!



/ nter-department Correspondence

VCO
v.
\

fil
McGill University

May 4th, 
1 9 3 3.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal - McGill University, 

Montreal *

Dear Sir Arthur,

1 am sending to-day to Mr. C. X. Lindsay 
a short synopsis of the work that is being done

McEuen.in Cancer Research by Gruner and

Faithfully yours,

DEAN.



♦ *

May 3, 1933

a
Dear Dr. Martin,:

I am acknowledging to-day Hr. C.W. 
Lindsay*s second contribution of $500.00 (on 
the $1000 he promised us) for the Cancern
Clinic and have told him that I would ask
you to send him a short report on the work

Will youunder Doctors Gruner and McEuen.
do this? I think it is §s well to keep up
his interest in the Clinic.

Ever yours faithfully,

/

Principal

*
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E ?£|j| June 7th, 1932.

Dr. C. F, Martin,
Been of the Faculty of Medicine 
Care The Bank of Montreal,6 Place Vendôme,
Paris, France

4

1 Dear Dr. Martin,
m

uork in cancer, payable 50 0.00 November 1st next 
ana the balance of $500.00 in Hay 1933.

He asks me to let you and Dr. MoEnea know his decision, as he says both of yon were 
.b touch with him about it#

I hope you had a pleasant crossing. 
rith all kind wishes,

Ever yours faithfully,

Principal.

m■H;VF ’ -



sir Vrth ir Guyrie.
For your information

and files.

1Secretary,
Faculty of Medicine.



■ •*

Dr. G. F:, Ma r i.in 
Pean of the Facuî ty of Medicine, 
Mc'G il ï University.
Montreal.

I >
? ' -Æ3-.6

h %
• ?; •

Dear Dr. Martini
BMEWBpgyyil.. WM |
v• - cEuen was in to see mè yesterday and

showed me your letter to him of May 3rd. *1 note you still 
require v2000.00 to go ahead with the research work you, 
Dr. MoSuen, and others, have under consideration, 
a chat over the ’phone with Dr. 
it and he seems

Dr.

I had
Archibald in reference to

very much in favour of it.

(Signed) C. /. Lindsay.

Yours sincerely,

Dith kind personal regards,

kindly convey my regards and best wishes to Dr. 
I was pleased with my interview with him.McEuen.

i am prepared to subscribe ^1000.00 if you suxeed 
in getting the other thousand and go ahead with the re
search work 
months later. 
you will succeed in

payable ■■>500.00 in cash ° nd the balance six 
I await your decision and sincerely trust 

carrying out your desire.

1112, St. Catherine St T. ,• f
Montreal , ..ay 4 th. 1932.

COPY

t

S>:
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COPY.

Medical Building,
McGill University,

Montreal, May 9th,1932.

Dear Mr. Lindsay,

I cannot thank you enough for your very kind and 
sympathetic interest in our efforts to promote research 
in the Medical Faculty.

Your offer is a most generous one, and we all 
appreciate it more than I can tell you.

I have no doubt, in the near future, that we 
will find some other friends who will be good enough 
to help us in this work, and when that time comes we 
will take the opportunity of letting you know.

Meanwhile, accept again my sincere thanks for
your kindness.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) C. F. Martin,

DE AH.

C. W. Lindsay, Esq
1112,

• >

-jt. Catherine Street, W.
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1112 St. Catherine Street West 

MontrealI

May 50th, 1932.

MB
Il y
1
>
fi ■

■£!mtt 0urrle> ErlD0lPal-

MONTREAL.

Dear Sir Arthur

letter from Dr. 0.,. S! SSThSmS!" °f 

whioh explains itself. Will yon kindly ^iye
y^fe^raZt^rfed8”06 t0 the ^ how

s ir.e;
very much oblige.

Yours very truly,

O.A. fi
u^/f

T
Xy %3y S I

: C.Î7. Lindsay.%
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G .’,7 . Lin S sa y Es'q. ,
1112 St. Catherine Street 
MOIÎTEïïAl.

Lear . r. Lind sa;/ : -

Before leaving for Europe on sun- 
would just libday next,

McEuen has'made an effort to get a further collec
tion for his research fund, but has hitherto been 
unsuccessful.

lat1

v/e are, nevertheless, going to em
bark on our pro ,'oo which we now
have, and hope to make sufficient progress to en
courage others to contribute.

Heanwhile, I want to thank you 
again so much for your kindness in being willing 
to assist.

With, all good wishes for the
Summer, be lieve me,

Very cordially yours,

(sgd) C .>’ Lartin

Lean



-cour ee I have Ion ^ known that you 
we G„ G • eC 113- graduate, and I also knew the spool al work 
on w i oh you were engaged. I believe that one of our very 
goo v°U2i • -ion la going down next year to join your medical 
cc.iool, - a Dr. Long. We are sorry to lose hln and I know 
tnat his future will be bright. Your brother Harold la, 
o.. course, an old friend. I saw hln within the last month, 
looking very well, and I know he ta much interested in the 
useful work he le now doing.

mmmsmil III °f Q^aooloZV nn<3 Obstetric a and also
« ^epartnen-c^of Surgery. Only recently we have 

g no a little farther and have raised another $5000 which 
^ ®r® U®inï to Dr« Oruner to begin come laboratory

** ,*!>*?*? thcae two Sifts will be the forerunners
otaera and that in time wo can make a useful contribution, 

to the solution of this all-important problem.
o

Principal

Ever yours faithfully.

My dear Dr. McDonald,

Dr. Ellice McDonald, 
Director, Cancer Re search, 
■University of ennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Juno 17th, 1932.
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Faculty of Medicine, 
Office of the 3>eans 
July 13, 1932

Dr.
Medical Bldg 
Lies ill University

B« 0. Gruner,
• •

Dear Dr. Gruneri
I am enclosing copy of a letter 

from Dr. Ellice McDonald, who, as you know, has 
charge of a very large fund in oonneotion with 
Cancer Research in Philadelphia. If my 
information is correct, his work is largely along 
bio-chemical and biological lines, and it may 
be of interest to you to get in touch with him 
for an exchange of views.

Very sincerely yours.
(-'{OyiAjIXrJbuü.

Dean



July 13th, 1932

Dr* 511lee McDonald, 
Director Cancer Beaearch, 
University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pa*

Dear Dr, MoDonaldt-

3ir Arthur Currie has handed 
me your #ind note about our Cancer 
Research work* Part of our grant is 
being used in connection with acme 
research aork of a biological character 
that 1s being carried on by Dr. Gruner, 
formerly an assistant in the Department 
of Pathology here at ©Gill* I am 
handing your letter to him and I have 
no doubt that you will hear from him in 
the near future*

s^ith many thanks for your 
continued interest in our school, and 
with all good wishes, believe me,

Tours very sincerely,

(Thu.



___________

CABLE ADDRESS : 
CANCER. PHILADELPHIA

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA*
PHILADELPHIA

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

DR. ELLICE MCDONALD

133 SOUTH 36TH STREET

CANCER RESEARCH 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

M ED1CO-CHIRURGICAL COLLEGE

June Sixteenth,
1 9 5 2.<>>

Dear Sir Arthur:

I note from the McGill News that there has been a grant of 

$25,000.00 for research In cancer.

Let me offer to you any help that I can In regard to the

I have been of help to theproper administration of this money.

Ontario Cancer Commission and to various other aspects of the cancer

problem in Canada, including General McCrae's bill for the national-

ization of radium deposits in Canada.

Ue have a large amount of data on research and various other 

phases of cancer, which is at your service.

I am a McGill graduate, brother of Brig. General H. F. 

McDonald, now of the Pension Tribunal.

McGill or Canada, I will gladly do.

Anything I can do for cancer,

Yours very sincerely,

Director Cancer Research.

To Dr. Archibald
and Dean Martin Please note and return to Principal.

General Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.G., 
McGill University,

Montreal,
Quebec,

Canada.
EMcDiGW



_________________

Inter-department Correspondence

%

A
- McGill Universityr\asW Faculty of Medicine, 

Office of the Dean, 
July 13, 1932

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University

Dear Sir Arthur : Cancer Research Fund

Faithfully yours,

Dean

?r: |i



DR. ALFRED T. BAZIN
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
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MEDICAL ARTS
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PROVINCIAL BR INCHES. F.3.

Donations to National Fund.

It is the experience of the Headnuarters of the British Empire 
Cancer Campaign that in the formation of a Provincial Branch one 
question concerning finance early attracts the attention of the 
Committees at Provincial Centres. It is "Why does Headquarters lay 
claim to 10% of all monies collected in our district?" In order to 
clear the air in this respect the following statement has been prepared.

(1) Headquarters suffers a financial loss when a Provincial Centre is 
formed because, by agreement, it loses the corresponding area for the 
collection of. funds. Obviously, if the entire Kingdom' were divided 
into Provincial Branches under these conditions and no Branch contribut
ed its quota, Headquarters would be debarred from collecting funds 
altogether and the activities of Headquarters would come to an end 
from financial starvation, 
is imposed.

It is to obviate this that the 10# quota

(2) Headquarters activities benefit Provincial Branch Centres in ways
that offer a substantial return for the 10# over and above desistance 
from collection in any particular district,

(a) It places all its experience at the disposal of the 
district organisers.

It often advances the necessary funds prior to the 
launching of a local appeal.

It forms a link between the various Branches thus 
avoiding overlapping in lines of investigation and 
producing economy in working expenses.

It pools the accumalated knowledge and experience of 
spe cial schemes of Research it has financed to all 
the Branches for the benefit of any particular Branch.

It is open to receive application for financial 
assistance from any Branch or any individual Researcher 
In a Branch towards the expense of an approved 
investigation which cannot be wholly subsidised by the 
Provincial Branch.

It bears the entire expense of preparing and publishing 
the Cancer Review" a monthly journal on Cancer Research 
which is the most complete of its kind in the world and 
is invaluable to every investigator on the subject 
throughout the world.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g) It has established the Garton Prise Essay of £500 in 1931 
and £500 in 1933 in order to stimulate Research upon 
special subjects in Cancer.

(h) It bears the main expense of all advertising and propaganda 
for the entire Campaign.

It frequently bears the entire expense of very special 
lines of Research.
Campaign consider alone the best place for the work 
irrespective of all others considerations, 
sometimes carried out where no Branch of the Campaign 
exists in different parts of the Country.

During the past eight years Headquarters has distributed 
£157,000 towards the Maintenance of Cancer Research Centres 
and individual workers in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland.

It organised the International Cancer Conference of 1928 
and the Informal Cancer Conference of 1930.

(i)
The Scientific Committee of the

These are

over

(k)

Ü# mW
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FORMATION OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE CANCER CAMPAIGN.

In 1923 the total number of deaths from Cancer according to the 
Registrar General’s return for England and Wales had reached over 
50,000 and at that time there were probably in addition over 150,000 
sufferers from Cancer in England and Wales.

mAt that time there were a number of important bodies carrying out 
Cancer Research, amongst others - The Imperial Cancer Research Fund, 
The Cancer Laboratories of the Middlesex Hospital, London, 1'he Cancer 
Research Institute associated with the Cancer Hospital, Fulham Road, 
London, The Cancer Laboratories of the Christie Hospital, Manchester, 
The Cancer Research Department of the Marischal College, Aberdeen 
and a considerable number of smaller active departments associated 
with the Pathological Departments of the principal General Hospitals

There was no
■

in London and the Provincial Centres of England.
Organisation in existence at this time to bring together the Career 
Research workers and co-ordination of effort, moreover, the position 
of any Scientific workers desiring to carry out independent investig
ations was very difficult being hampered by lack of funds and skilled 
advice.

The Founders of this Campaign realised that such a state of affairs 
was detrimental to the progress of the Cancer problem, and it was 
decided to inaugurate a Movement which would have for its aims and 
objects the co-ordination of Cancer Research within the British Empire 
and the securing of financial assistance for such work.

In the early part of 1923 preliminary steps were taken to promote
A series of Meetings were convened includ-the contemplated Movement, 

ing a Conference of Representatives of the Royal Society, Medical 
Research Council, The Ministrv of Health and Representatives of the

After long negotiationsabove referred to Cancer Research Centres, 
a scheme was evolved which met with the approval of all parties, the 
result being the formation of The British Empire Cancer Campaign 
registered as a corporate body and the formation of the Governing 
Council, known as the Grand Council. A scheme of representation of 
existing Cancer Research Centres was arranged on the Grand Council. 
Subsequently the Grand Council formed various expert working C0mmittee£

The fundamental objects of the Campaign can beof the Campaign, 
summarised as follows
(1) To give financial support to existing Cancer Research Centres.
(2) To assist private individual Research Workers both financially 

and providing accommodation at the laboratories subsidised by 
the Campaign.

(3) To encourage the formation of new Research Centres.
(4) To co-ordinate Research throughout the World through the ''Cancer 

Review" of Abstracts.
(5) General propaganda among the public with the object of inducing 

patients to report to their medical advisors whilst Cancer is 
operable thus reducing the mortality.

Since its inception the Campaign in addition to its general activitic 
has brought about the International Conference on Cancer in 1928, one 
of the ultimate results of which was the foundation of the National 
Radium Fu^d and thv formation of Branches of the Campaign in the 
principal Counties of England and the British Dominions each with theii 
own Research Centre. It has established The "Cancer Review" now the 
most important Journal of Cancer Abstracts in the World for the assist
ance of Research workers.

In pursuance of its original policy, the Campaign has also been 
instrumental in establishing many new Research Centres, at Home and in 
the British Dominions, has made direct grants of over £140,000 for 
Cancer Research and, in addition, a sum of £275,000 has become avallaid 
for Cancer Research through the funds collected by its Branches,

... ■ ft'-A

" ' éw
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CONFIDENTIAL A3.

BBITISH EMPIRE CANCER CAMPAIGN
Telephone :

Sloane 5756. w SàVvf1
12 GROSVENOR CRESCENT, 

HYDE PARK CORNER, 

LONDON, S.W. 1.

%
ITelegrams :

Campanoid, Knights, London.
X

Patron,
H.M. THE KING. 

President.
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF YORK, K.G.

£

The collection of funds for Medical Charities and 
Hospitals is generally an uphill task. The Public 
inundated with requests for help for such objects, and the 
present state of financial depression is such that efforts 
to raise funds meet with many difficulties.

It has been found from practical experience however 
that these difficulties are counteracted in the case of 
Cancer Appeals by other factors, and that supporters of 
the Campaign receive help continually from quite unexpect
ed sources. For every Cancer sufferer one can always 
reckon on many sympathisers, and wherever one asks for 
help in appeals of this nature there are always a large 
number of relatives and friends of such sufferers ready to 
help in any scheme which aims at the conquest of this 
disease. Thus it has been the practical experience of 
many Campaign workers that ready and effective support 
of every kind will be found in areas and amongst people 
rom whom one might least expect to receive any help in 

the case of an ordinary Charitable appeal.

are

Overleaf are set forth a few Schemes that have been 
found, very effective in raising funds for the Campaign.
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Suggestions for Organisers and Workers.

The following brief synopsis shows some of the many 
. Schemes that have been carried out successfully by County 

areas. The matter is, of course, one to be settled by local 
circumstances, but the items will serve as a basis for discuss
ion by Committees to decide which should be carried out.

(c) The Opening of important Seats in the County to the 
Public the entrance fees to go to the Campaign.

(d) The placing of official Money Collecting Boxes in 
Hotels, Bars, Theatre and Cinema Vestibules, Shop 
Counters and any public places.

It has been found that a very practical and effective 
way for Committee work is that every member of the County 
Committee should undertake one effort only in the course 
of the year and make themselves responsible for that single 
item.

The aim should be to ensure that good publicity be 
given to any of the before named efforts some time ahead 
of the event. The Press are always sympathetically 
disposed towards the Campaign and there should be no 
difficulty in getting full notices in the local papers gratis as 
a donation to the Campaign.

Boy Scouts, Rover Scouts, and Girl Guides will always 
help providing they are not expected to actually collect 
monies.

SI r :
'

ySThese suggested activities in no way supercede the 
Annual House-to-House Silver Collection which should be 
organised and encouraged in every town and village in the 
County.

.

Headquarters will at all times advise upon setting up 
organisations for these collections. : v

EFFORTS SUITABLE FOR PRIVATE HOUSES The Womens Institutes will also be willing to help.

Everybody will do their bit if the case is put before 
them clearly and frankly.

These are only a few suggestions. The Committees 
will probably find that ideas occur to them which are 
specially suited to their own Counties but may not be 
practicable elsewhere.

Bridge Drives, Whist Drives, Garden Fetes, Jumble 
Sales, Sales of Work, Tombolas.

EFFORTS SUITABLE FOR PUBLIC HALLS

Dances, Concerts, Whist Drives, Special Cinema 
Show in aid of the Campaign, Bazaars.1

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

__________________

(a) Carnival in aid of the Campaign embodying all the 
principal local interests.

(b) In the locality of the riverside a River Fete is always 
a profitable effort in the summer months and a 
Gymkhana in connection with this 
easily and profitably arranged.

A representative of Headquarters of the Campaign 
will always be glad to come down to meet and discuss with 
the Committee any points upon which they could be helpful 
regarding the suggestions set forth in this pamphlet, and the 
Services of the County Organiser will always be at thealways becan
disposal of the Committee.

1



My only answer is that I would like you to size up the 
whole situation as it might apply to the organizing of a brancE 
In the Province of Quebec.

V*1 ‘ ‘ My impression is that of necessity there should be -
A strong, but comparatively, small Central Committee, 
representing a cross section of community interests, and 
including the Provincial Government.
That this Central group should effect a preliminary 
canvass and finally form sub-groups for special duties, 
the chairman of each sub-group to sit on the Central Committee.

fojJ- jy- 1. t can a dvance much more rapidly as a
qjw Vsv"* '1

i j , ' '■ ? («I { Branch of the B.E.C.C. than as an independent group.
£)\ J) :especially needs your study.

!' , //. ^^fSntario has just recently appointed a Royal Commissioner
to investigate Cancer in the Province - incidence of cases, mortal! 
measures to be taken for early detection and treatment, organisation 9-f diagnostic and treatment Centres.

Is thjat independent action better than the foundation of a 
if {Aie B.E.C.C, compose^! of interested Citizens?A 7 ,

0
(1)1

y* (2)
m

> ,1 y jH As I stated in a former letter, I believe we

ThisjS

( »- !
\

f •' l*

Svf I'

Branch o

1 ft^v P « WaJ
Jt'(OM/rM

a

You have advised 
you and some outstanding features of your interview.

You then ask if there are any definite points or questions 
to be looked into.

of the literature he has left with

My dear Willie,
Yours of March 24th received to-day and I am glad 

to learn that Captain Chapman has called upon you in reference 
to the B .$ .0 .C .

April 7th 1931.
Id?-*, A *5/ Ûhj''tr z2

tf-C/f <9William Massey Birks, Esq., 
Grosvenor House,
Paik Lane, W. 1.

COPY
From :- Dr. .Alfred T. Bazin,

Medical Arts Building,
MONTREAL.

■

,
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Saskatchewan has already formed a Branch of the B.E.C.G 
The Provincial Minister of health took the initiative^ ‘ 
not know to what extent the citizens

perhaps Captain Chapman has received reports of their 
organisation details and has some helpful constructive criticism.

I am acquainted with Lumsden’s work and theories. In fact 
am at the present time trying out his chemical destructive pi n 

f an apparently hopeless case of

Kindest regards from us all to you both.

and I do 
are actively interested.

sarcoma.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) ALFRED T. BAZIN.
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,)Nominated by 
;jliddlesex 
)Hospital 
)Cancer 
)Research 
laboratories.

Comyns Berkeley, M.A.,M.D.,F.R.C.P 
xRichard C, Davis, M.A.
Eric L. Pearce Gould, 

xW. Sampson Handley, M. 
xProfessor Sidney Russ, C.B.E.,D.Sc 
A, E. Webb-Johnson, C .B.E.,D.S.0.,F.R. .S.,F.A. .S

.A.,M.B.,F.R.C.S 
• y M • S # y F «ReC/eSe# ♦ • • ♦

• •••••••••• t#»»»• # • •
«»•«•*•••*(»•»•»

• • « « * t • « i •

)
)Nominated by 
.)St.Mark* s 
)Hospital.

)Nominated by 
)Màrischal 
)College, 
)Aberdeen.

xSir Charles Gordon-Watson, K.B,E,,C.M.G.,F.R.0.S...»......
xJ . P. Lockhart-Mummery, M.A.,M.B.,B.Ch.,F.R.C ,S..,
A, W. Oxford, M.D.,M.B.,B.Ch

Professor John Cruickshank, M.D.........................
Professor Matthew Hay, M,D.,LL.D....................•
Professor Sir Ashley W. Mackintosh, K.C.V»0.,M.A.,M.D 
Professor Sir John Marnoch, M.A.,LL.D 
Principal Sir George Adam Smith, M.A,,D,D,,LL,D......

Professor John Shaw Dunn, M.A.,M.D........
R. G. Lawson, Esq....... ............................. .
Frederick P, Nathan, Esq................... ..............

The Right Hon, The Earl of Harewood, K.G.;D,S.0........... .
The Right Hon, Lord Moynihan of Leeds, K.0 .M .'g . ,C .B .,M ,S

P.R.C ,S

1 )
)Nominated by 
jchristie Hosp 
)Manchester,

)Yorkshire 
)Council 
)B.E.C.C.

)Birmingham 
jcouncil B .E ,C .C

)Lancashire etc. 
)Council B .E ,C ,C

*............. \ . )No 11 inghamshire
) Council 
)B.E.C.C.

* )Nominated by
)Queensland 
)Branch B ,E .C ,C .
)Nominated by 
)University of 
)Sydney

* »

• »

Sir Gilbert Barling, Bt C .B.,C .B.E.,F.R .C ,S• 9

Sir Robert Jones, K.B ,E .,F,.R.C .5

rth, C ,B ,E
The Duke of or land
Lieutenant of Nottinghamshire

.R C.SG • >
, K.G.,P.C.,G. .V.O., Lord

Professor Sir Charles J. Martin, C.M.G.,D.Sc.,F.R.C.P., '
F.R.S

Major-General Sir Granville Ryrie, K.C.M.G.,C.B.
High Commissioner for Australia..

PATRON.
PRESIDENT.

H.M. The King.............................
H.R.H. The Duke of York,K.G............
The Most Hon, The Marquis of Reading

. C • .
G.C.S.I., 

. ,,K.C.M.G.,

• > CHAIRMAN.• >
xThe Right Hon. Lord Dawson of Pe

xSir John Bland^Sutton, Bt., F.R. 
xSir Richard Garton, G.B.E.,F.I.C

)V ICE,D. F.R. .
S

SECRETARY & 
TREASURER.

)Sir Frederick W, Andrewes, D.M.,F.R.S 
xW, Sampson Handley, M.D.,M.S.,F.R.C.S ,
Sir George MakinS, G.C.M.G.,C.B.,F.R. .
Sir D’Arcy Power, K.B.E............
Sir Humphry Rolleston, Bt., G.C.V.C

xSir Thomas Horder, Bt., K.C ,V.0.,M.D ,,F.R .C 
-Prof e s-are-r- Archibald Le itchy—M .D ., M ,B., &■» C&.
General J. W. Marsdin-Newton.....

xW. Ernest Miles, F.R.C,S.,F,A,C.S
Percy J. Neate, J ,P....... .

xCecil Rowntree, F.R.C.S

)Nominated by 
)Imperial 
)Cancer
}Research Fund.,C.B.,M.D.,F.R.C.P• >

)(•••«*»•»••«•»«
)Nominated by 
)The Cancer 
)Hospital (Free) 

,. )Fulham Road.
)
)

COUNCILGRAND
of the

BRITISH EMPIRE'CANCER CAMPAIGN
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oalla e, K.C. 
a Bod n, K.C . .
, M.B ,Ph D.,M. 
ldson, M. .,B.C 

id Drummond, C.B.E., 
a Ferguson, K. . .,M. .
. F. E. Freman 

. . Gibbons, M.D.,F. . .S.
If ed Greenwood, M.D.,B.Sc. ,D. .

Sir William Hale-White, K.B.E.
Professor F. T. G. Hobday, C .M#. .F. p R c w
Professor F. L. Hopwood, D.Sc. .............................
Professor W« S. Lazarus-Barlow M.A P p p p
Professor R. T. Leiper, M,D.,'D*Sc,/F*. ! ;^*K-C*P- 
The Right Hon. Godfrey Locker-Lampson, 
f.ir Lynn- Thomas, K.B.E ,,C .B.,F.R .C .S
Sir Arthur Newsholme, K.C.B.
Sir Thomas Oliver, M.A.,M.D. 

xJ, Beaumont Pease, Esq. 
xSir Bernard Spilsbury, M.B. 
xSir Arthur Stanley, G.B.E.,C .B~
Major-General Sir Ernest Swinton 
Sir Cuthbert S. Wallace, K.C.M.G. 

xSir William Willcox, K.C .1 .E .,C .B#.,C .M#.
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C. H. Howkins, C .B.E .,D .S.O .,M.R.C ,S .,L.D .S )British Dental 
)Association

)Nominated by 
)New Zealand 
)Branch B .E .C ,C .

)President,Kent 
)Council B.S.C.C

/President,Herts 
)Council B, E .C .C

) President, Sussex 
)Council B.E .C .(

/President 
)Bedfordshire 
JCouncil B.E ,C.(

Sir Thomas Wilford, K.C

The Most Hon. Ihe Marquess Camden, Lord Lieutenant of 
Kent.................

ihe Right Hon. The Viscount Hampden,
Lord Lieutenant of Herts.!

The Right Hon. Lord Leconfield, Lord Lieutenant of 
Sussex.............................

K.C .B ., C .B ., C .M.G.,

S. Howard Whitbread,
Bedfordshire

C.B.,J .P.,Lord Lieutenant of

The Right Hon. The Earl of Yarborough, P.C. J.P, I:.A. 
Lord Lieutenant of Lincolnshire

W. Forbes Trefusis, J ,p .,
High Sheriff of Cornwall.

Major-General The Right Hon. J. S. B. Seely, C.B. 
Lord Lieutenant of Hampshire.

Lt, Col. The Hon, H.

,C .M.G.,P.C.,D.S.O.,
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British Empire Cancer Campaign.

ey ~ .

. 'y-'. * mS LOA NE S7Se.

t f/>
z-P -yysMvytrf/sry O'ï.&i-c/' r</,

CAM PA NOID, KNIGHTS. LONDON

/> ■y /
'' ■ jyz 7/r r 's;/// r 7AV//IDI

- ? yV^^ëe .vy/z /v-y. 

^CuaC»,6.CSZ, G.C/.E..G.CV.O.

/

>/yzz/^vy/; .y.//:zCHAIR MAN .

N;.

PRESIDENT. Z

VICS-CHAIRME N. KINDLY ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO 
TME SECRETARY,

ft . .//.y f'. //././fty/■// yy.
Z>zyv. v»z „ ,

PC.GCYO.KCM.CJ* O. 'f f/sr 7Sif?(//s;fs .

-.KG.\ :
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN.

20th March, 1931.y F R. C S

VICE-CHAIR MAN .
si-Sf.Ûï/x* / f's), MA. W. M. Birks, Esq.,

Messrs. Henry Birks & Sons, 
19, Hatton Garden,
LONDON, E. G. 1.

INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE 
CHAIRMAN■Sft iA, ,v./y»< ïjy.'/io,,.

K.B.E CMG^ERCS.
VICE-CHAIRMAN

.y?,,. uC
CHAIRMAN OF

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
a <%//r,?fs/t'Yy ■rfs,>//<r.-}/t-?r. f'S/TjS.C

■stsiM.O.ER.C.P

UO.KC.B.

Dear Sir,CHAIRMAN OF APPEAL COMM ITT EE .

q&câfrn. K.B.E.

Sir Charles Gordon-Watson was asked by Dr. 

Bazin, of Montreal, to arrange for the Secretary 

of this Campaign to get into touch with

HON.TREASURER
«§£> • '4Usr4s?,rtsS S/ss î/ssM, G.B.E.

5ECUHTARY.

7-HS7/S M c

I
you.

Apparently Dr. Bazin has already written to 

direct in this connection.

you

I beg to confirm the telephonic arrangement 

that Captain Chapman will call to 

Monday next, the 23rd instant at 11 

Yours faithfully,

see you on

a.m.

(yi - /vzvs^Cx,

Captain Chapman’s
^Jh-ivate Secretary.
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W. M. Birks, Esq 
O/o Henry Birks & Sons, 
19 Hatton Gardens, 
London, E.C.l,

• J

ENGLAND.

Dear Willie:-

I trust you and Miriam have arrived in comfort and 
safety. Probably the latter, but hardly the former if 
your ship shared the "storms which have been reported 
recently.

About the British Empire Cancer Campaign -

I have today written Sir Charles Gordon-WaLaan
Oantain Chapman. Secretary, t 

annual report and other informasking him to r 
forward you the 
literature.

If you would be good enough to constitute yourself 
Sir Arthur Currie's deputy in this matter and get all 
possible information I will be greatly obliged.

Upon enquiry I learned that Sir Arthur will not 
return from India via England but by way of China.

Your studied opinion of the scheme would be of 
great assistance in determining just how far we should 
go in this Province.

I personally believe it would be a good move for us 
to link up in this Empire movement and that we would gain 
great benefit from such an alliance.

in this Province we would be in the 
unique position of deriving advantage from the knowledge 
accruing from British methods and also the methods of 
France.

Further

With kindest regards to both of you.

Yours sincerely,

AT3/T

February 14th, 1931.

i

DR. ALFRED T. BAZIN

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

MONTREAL
*
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February 7th, 1928.

3. H. Young, Esq., 
i±90 - 12 th Avenue Wes t, 
Vancouver, B. C.

Dear 3ir i-

Jamaî-ya°9Ïh!le4Se re°elpt 0fyour letter of

for canoor 5,oald !„ Llll° ?° , “9a v'hat

&-a*suff9rinef0:«sf/^rtohre in viaT °f th=

a cure

untold
ravages of cancer.

Yours faithfully,

Principal.

I
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M9 GILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL

FACULTY" OF MEDICINE 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN 17th February, 1928.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G. 
Principal - McGill University, 
Mont real.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Re the International Convention on Cancer.
Pond on, England.

It seems to me that we might

this Convention calls 

event of

announce in the hospitals
and the Medical School that

for three
delegates, and that in the 

London from the 16th to 

would be glad to consider

I do not know that 

course to answer their invitation, 

any eventual delegates.

any of the staff being in 

the 22nd July, 1928, the University 

their names on such a delegation.

we need to go beyond this except
in due giving the names of

Faithfully yours,

($UlOfUÛ

■
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